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Word that replaces the noble or noble term This article is about the part of the speech with a focus on English. For other uses, see Pronoun (1999). For pronouns in other languages, visit the See Also section of the post. Examples of how I love you. It reminds me of something. He looked at them. You either accept it or you don't. Who would say that? In linguistics and grammar, pronouns (abbreviated pro)
are words that replace a non- or noun term. This is a special case of pro-forma. Pronouns are traditionally considered part of speech, but some modern theorists do not consider them a single class, given the various functions that are performed inter-linguistically. A good example of a pronoun is you, which is also a multiple number and a number. Subtypes include personal and possessive pronouns,
reflexive and reciprocal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, relative and questioning pronouns, and indefinite pronouns. [1]:1–34[2] The use of pronouns often includes anaphora, where the pronoun's meaning depends on an an anatomy. For example, in the sentence, this poor man looks like he needs a new coat, the sign of the pronoun on which he depends on the poor man. The pronoun is nonominal.
[A] The nominal is also a word or phrase that acts as a pronoun. For example, this is not what I wanted, the term one (which is a prop-word one) is a nominal one. [3] Theoretical considerations In the grammatical pronouns (antōnymía), the art of grammar, attributed to Dionysus Thrax in the 2st arreot of 2004 AND 2000, is based on the following: The pronoun is described as a part of the speech that can be
replaced with a noun and marked for a person. Pronouns were still regarded as part of latin language (the Latin term for pronomen, from which the English name is eventually derived, through the Central French language), and thus generally in European tradition. In more modern approaches, pronouns are less likely to be considered a single word class, as they play many different syntactical roles, as
represented by the different types of pronouns listed in the previous sections. [4] Pronoun Determinr Possessive ours our freedom demonstrative this gentleman Indefinite few frogs Negative no information is not any information that provides an opportunity in linguistics Examples of our as determinative or noun. In particular, linguists find it difficult to categorized pronouns into a single category, and some
disagree that pronouns replace pronouns or noun categories. [1] Some pronouns are often identical or similar to related determinants; some English examples can be found in the table on the right. This observation led some linguists, such as Paul Postal, to view pronouns as determinors that had the next noun or noun term deleted. [5] (Such a sample may also be certain personal pronouns; For example,
we and can be analyzed as determinants of terms like us Britons and tennis players.) Other linguists have similar views, ingresing pronouns and determinants into a single class, also known as determinr, or determinants as subclasses of pronouns or vice versa. The distinction can be seen as one of subcategorization or valency, as a distinction between transitive and nontransitive verbs – determinors that
the noun term complements, as transitive verbs do,[6] it is consistent with the determinr expression point of view, which is a determinant rather than the noun that followed, is considered to be the head of the term. Cross-swallowing, it seems as if pronouns share 3 different categories: perspective, person, and number. However, the width of each subcategory varies by language. [7] Binding theory and
history The use of pronouns often includes anaphora, where the meaning of the pronoun depends on another reference element. The pronoun's reference often matches the expression of an earlier (or sometimes subsequent) noun, the prefix of the so-called pronoun. The grammatical behavior of certain types of pronouns, and especially the possible link between the antecedents, has been the focus of
studies mandatory, especially with the Chomskyan government and mandatory theory. In this obligatory context, reflexive and mutual pronouns are called anaphors (in a special, limited sense) rather than pronominal elements in English (such as yourself and each other). According to the binding theory, different groups of pronouns are subject to specific principles. An example of a reflexive structure. Since
you are immediately dominated by John, the principle is fulfilled. In English, reflexive and mutual pronouns must comply with principle A: anaphort (reflexive or reciprocal, such as each other) must be bound in the regulatory category (roughly the clause). Therefore, the syntax structure should have a lower structure (prefix) and be in direct contact with the rapporteur. It's called a C-command connection. For
example, we find that John cut himself in grammar, but he himself cut John's not, despite the same arguments, since himself, in reflexive, lower structure, must be that of John, the rapporteur. In addition, we see examples like John saying that Mary cut herself non-grammatical because she has an intermediary name, Mary, to prevent the two rapporteurs from being in direct contact. Example pronoun
structure. Since he is immediately ruled by John, Principle B is violated. On the other hand, personal pronouns (such as him or them) must comply with principle B: the pronoun must be free (i.e. not bound) within the regulatory category (roughly the clause). This means that although pronouns may have references, they cannot be the referee, where the referee selects the pronoun. For example, John said
Mary cut her grammar because the two co-rapporteurs, John and her are separated structurally from Mary. This is why a phrase like John cut him where he refers to John is ungrammatical. It is binding in language: This section does not provide sufficient context for those who do not have a subject. Please help improve your article by providing more context to the reader. (July 2020) (Information on how
and when to remove this template message) The binding type for subsets of pronouns varies linguistically. For example, in German linguistics, pronouns can be divided into two different categories: personal pronouns and d-pronouns. Although personal pronouns are the same as English personal pronouns (i.e. they follow principle B), d-pronouns follow another principle, like principle C, and work in a
similar way to a noun because they cannot have direct contact with a predecessor. [7] Antecedents The following sentences provide examples of certain types of pronouns used with history: Third person personal pronouns: This poor man looks like he needs a new coat. (the noble term that the poor man is his predecessor) Julia arrived yesterday. I met him at the station. (Julia is his predecessor) When
they saw us, the lions began to scream (lions are their fronts; as the pronoun comes after, we can call them postcedent) Other personal pronouns under certain circumstances: Terry and I hoped no one would find us. (Terry and I are our predecessors) You and Alice can come if you want. (you and Alice are the predecessor of the second - number two - you) Reflexive and mutual pronouns: Jack injured
himself. (Jack is the predecessor himself) We teased each other. (we're each other's fronts) The woman who looked at you is my sister. (the woman is the predecessor who) Some other types, such as indefinite pronouns, are usually used without prequel. Relative pronouns are used in free clauses without predecessors. Even third-person personal pronouns are sometimes used without prequel
(unprecursed) - this applies to special purposes such as dummy pronouns and generics of them, as well as cases where the referent is implied in context. List of English pronouns This section does not refer to any source. Please help improve this section by providing quotes from trusted sources. Sourceless material can be attacked and removed. (August 2018) (Information on how and when to remove
this template message) The following table lists English pronouns in a number of different syntax contexts (Subject, Subject, Possessive, Reflexive) according to the following characteristics: person (persons 1, 2, 3); number (sing/multiple); gender (masculine, feminine, neutral or lifeless, epicene) Personal pronouns are the standard modern English number of persons/gender object object dependent holder
(determinant) Independent Reflexive first singalong I myself Plural Number we ourselves have ours Second Each of you your youryours yourself Plural third masculine he himself Feminine he owns himself Neuter / Indefinite it is - himself Plural / Epicene they themselves / themselves Besides the personal pronouns exemplifies in the table above, The English language has other pronoun types, including
demonstrative, relative, indefinite and questionable pronouns, as listed in the table below. For more detailed information, see the following subsets. Demonstrative Relative Indefinite Interrogative this who / whom / whose one / one's / oneself who / whom / whose these what something / anything / nothing (things) what that which someone / anyone / no one (people) which those that somebody / nobody /
nobody (people) former / latter Personal and possess 52 Person Number Case Subject Object First Singular I me Plural we us Second Singular you Plural Third Singular he him she her it Plural they Personal pronouns may be classified by person, number, gender and case. English has three persons (first, second and third) and two numbers (numbers singa and multiple); in the third person singaI number,
there are also different pronoun forms of male, female, and neutering. [2]:52–53 The forms of directors are shown in the adjacent table (see also English personal pronouns). English personal pronouns have two cases, objects and objects. Subject pronouns are used in subject position (I like to eat chips, but he does not). Object pronouns are used for the subject of a verb or preposition (John likes me, but
not him). [2]:52-53 Other different forms found in certain languages: Informal and formal pronouns in the second person (the T-V distinction) such as tu and vous in French. Official second person pronouns can indicate plurality in many languages. There is no such difference between standard modern English, although Elizabeth's English candidate distinguishes between you (singly informal) and you
(multiple or singan formal). Some dialects in English have developed informal multiple second person pronouns, such as y'all (South American English) and guys (American English). Inclusive and exclusive first-person multiple pronouns that indicate whether the audience is involved, that is, whether what it means is you and me or them and me. There is no such difference in English. Intense (pronounced)
pronouns that re-emphasize the already mentioned strain name or pronoun. English uses the same forms as reflexive pronouns; for example: I did it myself (contrast reflexive use, myself). Direct and indirect object names, such as le and lui in French. The English language uses the same form for both; for example: Mary loves him (direct object); Mary sent him a letter (indirect object). Preposition pronouns,
used after preposition. English uses ordinary object pronouns here: Mary It. Disjunctive pronouns, used in isolation or in certain other special grammatical contexts such as moi in French. There are no separate forms in the English language; example: Who does this belong to? Me. Strong and weak forms of certain pronouns, can be found in some languages such as Polish. Possessive Main Articles:
Possessive and possessive determinant possessive pronouns indicate possession (broadly speaking). Some occur as independent noun phrases: mine, yours, his, ours, theirs. One example: those clothes are mine. Others act like a determinant and must be accompanied by the noun: me, you, he, us, a, is like: I've lost my wallet. (He and his both fall into both categories, although they are almost always
found in the second.) The second types have traditionally been described as possessive adjectives and in more modern terminology as possessive determinants. The possessive pronoun term is sometimes limited to the first type. Both types replace terms with the possessive name. As an example, their crusade to capture our attention could replace the advertisers' crusade to capture our attention. [2]:55–
56 Reflexive and reciprocal articles: Reflexive pronouns and mutual pronouns use reflexive pronouns when a person or something acts on their own, such as John cutting himself. In English, each end -self or -selfs, and must refer to the noble term elsewhere in the same clause. [2]:55 Mutual pronouns refer to a mutual relationship (each other, another). They must refer to the noble expression in the same
sentence. [2]:55 An example in English: They don't love each other. In some languages, the same forms can be used as reflexive and mutual pronouns. Demonstrative Main Article: Demonstrative pronouns demonstrative pronouns (english for this, that and multiples, these) are often distinguished by showing goals or other indications of the situation; I'll take these, for example. They can also be anaphoric,
depending on an earlier term context, for example, a kid actor trying to make it all sweet and who needs it? [2]:56 Indefinite main article: Indefinite pronouns, the largest group of pronouns, refer to one or more unspecified persons or things. An English-language group contains compounds et-, all-, all-, and-not-the-thing, one-and-body, for example: Anyone can do it. Another group, including many, many,
both, and most, may appear alone or followed. [2]:54-55 In addition, distribution pronouns are also used to refer to members of the group separately, not collectively. (Everyone's own.) Negative pronouns indicate that there are no people or things. (No one thinks so.) In personless pronouns usually refer to one person, but are not specific to the first, second or third person, as are the personal pronouns.
(You don't clean your own windows.) Relative and questionable relative main article: pronoun Relative pronouns in English, who, who, what, which and what). Rely on a prequel and refer back to the people or things mentioned earlier: People who smoke should quit now. These are used in clauses. [2]:56 Relative pronouns may also be used as add-ons. Questioner main article: Question word Relative
pronouns can be used in a questioner setting as concostive pronouns. Question names ask which person or thing it's intended for. A person who (subject), whom (subject) or who (holder) can be used on the basis of a person; For example, who did this? In colloquial speech, who is usually replaced. English is not personal conconal pronouns (which and we) are just a form. [2]:56-57 In English and many
other languages (e.g. French and Czech), the sets of relative and questioning pronouns are nearly identical. Compare the English: Who is this? (questioning) and I know the woman who came (relative). In some other languages, questionable pronouns and indefinite pronouns are often the same; for example, standard chinese 什 seneme means what?, as well as something or whatever. Archaic forms
archaic personal pronouns[2]:52 Person number theme subject second sing number ti Multiple ti If the personal pronouns described above are contemporary English pronouns, older forms of modern English (as shakespeare, for example) use a slightly different personal pronouns, as shown in the table. The difference is completely in the second person. Although one rarely finds these older forms used in
literature in recent centuries, they are still considered modern. Kinship in English, related terms such as mother, uncle, cousin of a separate word class pronouns; However, many Australian Indigenous languages have more detailed systems of coding kinship with languages, including special kin forms of pronouns. In Murrinh-patha, for example, when selecting a non-unique exclusive pronoun to refer to a
group, the speaker assesses whether the members of the group belong to the common class of the family or the common class of the family. If all members of the rapporteur group are male, the PROGRAM selects the MASCULINE form; if at least one female, FEMININE, is selected, but if all members are in a brother-like kinship, they choose a third form of SISTER. [8] In Arabana-Wangkangurru, the
speaker will use completely different pronouns, depending on whether the speaker and referee are common or not. See the following example: Pulalakiya3DU.KINpanti-rda.fight-PRESPulalakiya panti-rda.3DU.KIN fight-PRESThey two [who are in the classificatory relationship of father and son] are fighting. (The persons involved were the sons of a man and his wife's sister.) [9] More details about the
Australian Aboriginal kinship. Special use of English pronouns Some special uses of personal pronouns: General you, where second person pronouns are used indefinitely: You can't buy good old-fashioned these days. General they are: in China they lead on the right. Non-specific uses where the pronoun must refer to a person whose type is not specified. Solutions sometimes used in English include
generics he and singly them. The singaI that has gained popularity in LGBTQ+ culture refer to those that identify as non-binary or genderqueer, and thus refer to a person's gender neutrality. Yo's use of vernacular as a gender-neutral pronoun was also recorded among Baltimore students. [10] [11] Dummy pronouns (expletive pronouns) that meet the grammar requirement of a noun or pronoun, but
contribute nothing to its meaning: It's raining. Resumptive pronouns, intrusive personal pronouns can be found (for example) in some clauses where the gap (clue) can be calculated: It's the girl that doesn't know what she said. Royal mi, used refers to a person who is a ruler: We are not amused. See also: Anaphora (linguistics) Cataphora Clusivity Non-specific and gender-neutral pronouns General an
anents Deixis Inalienable possession of indefinite pronoun Phi features Pro-forma Pro-form Pronoun game with mutual pronoun reflexive pronouns English personal pronouns Old English pronouns Bulgarian pronouns Cantonese pronouns uns Chinese pronouns Dutch grammar: Pronouns and determinants Esperanator grammar: Pronouns French pronouns German pronouns Ido pronouns Interlingua
pronouns Irish morphology: Pronouns Italian grammar : Pronouns Japanese pronouns Korean pronouns Macedonian pronouns Novial : Pronouns Portuguese personal pronouns Proto-indo-European pronouns Slovenian language name Spanish grammar: Pronouns Vietnamese pronouns Notes ^ Not to be confused with prenominal, which means before the noun. English adjectives are prenominal - the
blue house - and most French adjectives are postnominal - la maison bleue. References ^ a b Bhat, Darbhe Narayana Shankara (2007). Pronouns (Paperback ed.). Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1. ISBN 978-0199230242. ↑ a b c d e f g h i j k l Börjars, Kersti; Burridge, Kate (2010). Introducing English grammar (no. 2). London: Hodder Education. 50-57. ISBN 978-1444109870. ^ Loos, Eugene E.;
Anderson, Susan; Sun, Dwight H. Jr.; Jordan, Paul C.; Wingate, J. Douglas. What is nominal?. A list of language terms. SIL International. For example, Vulf Plotkin (The Language System of English, Universal Publishers, 2006, p. 82–83) writes: [...] Pronouns exemplifies such a word class, or rather several smaller classes are merged into an important semantic distinction between them and each important
part of the speech. The latter denotes things, phenomena and their properties in the environmental world. [...] Pronouns, on the contrary, do not indicate anything, but refer to things, phenomena or attributes that do not imply their specific nature. ^ Post, Paul (1966). Dinneen, Francis P. (ed.). So-called pronouns in English. Report of the seventeenth annual round table meeting Language learning.
Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press: 177–206. ^ For detailed information, see George D. Morley, Explorations in Functional Syntax: A New Framework for Lexicogrammatical Analysis, Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2004, 68-73. ^ a b Simon, Horst J.; Wiese, Heike (2002). Pronouns - Grammar and representation. Linguistics today. p. 190. ISBN 9789027227737. ^ Walsh, Michael James (1788. 1976.
The language of Muɹinypata Australia. The Australian National University. ^ Hercus, L.A. (Anna Luise), 1926-2018 ( 1994). The grammar of the Arabana-Wangkangurru language, Lake Eyre Basin, South Australia. Canberra, Australia: Department of Linguistics, Pacific and Asian Studies Researcher, Australian National University. ISBN 0-85883-425-1. OCLC 32850800.CS1 maint: multiple names: list of
authors (link) ^ Yo as pronoun. Quick and dirty tips. (Accessed 2019-04-05). ^ Language Log: Yo. itre.cis.upenn.edu. (Access: 2019-04-05. Read more from Wales, Katie (1995). Personal pronouns in today's English (Digital printing. New York: Cambridge University Press. ISBN 9780521471022. Simon, Horst J. (2002). Pronouns - Grammar and representation. Linguistics today. ISBN 9789027227737.
Bhat, Darbhe N.S. (2007). Pronouns. Oxford University Press. ISBN 978-0199230242. External links look up pronouns on Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Look up category: Pronouns by language Wiktionary, the free dictionary. English pronouns exercises, Jennifer Frost Pronoun. New International Encyclopedia. 1905. Https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pronoun&amp;oldid=984544458 the word
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